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History helps one to understand the great...................... of our world and enables one to

overcome the problems of  the present and future.

interpretation complexity oppression rejection

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Writers , artists, politicians and everyday people are conditioned by the

historical ..............................in which they lived.

prerequisite consequence handicrafty milieu

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In historical research things that provide valuable information are called ..................................

documents historians details reasons

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The job of a ( an ) ..........................is to study old tool , bones , duildings , and other ancient things

to discover how people lived many years ago.

historian treasurer individual archaeologist

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Early centers of .................were at siyalk and later at Susa which was for a time one of the great

cities of the world.

sulpture territory civilization area

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following sentences is false about Elamites?

They decided to change their pictographic system

They lived in both mountainous  earas and plains.

They created the cuneiform writing system.

They took their new writing system from Assyrians.

6-

1.

2.

3.

4.

During the second world war, parts of Iranian .....................was occupied by Russian and British

forces.

territory generation evidence colony

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Croesus  with the help of Egypt attacked Persia but his forces were completely............................

assisted overwhelmed preserved inspired

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In order to stop the .......................of the scythian, Darius crossed the Hellespont, conquered a

large part of a thracian coast and aroused the hosyility of the Athenians.

assumptions assassinations institutions incursions

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the  16th and 17th centuries AD, both the O/oman and Persian ....................tried to take

control over Iraq.

policies traditions empires trops

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The Kassites were ..................with no interest in the cultural achievements of their predecessors.

concessions Babylonians empires barbarians

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mesopotamian political history ended when Cyrus .................the Chaldean Empire.

tolerated overthrew survived settled

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Russion's strong resistance and the blockade by the British navy led to Napoleon's......................

victory rise contribution downfall

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One of the Roman greatest .......................to civilization was their comprehensive system of law.

contributions authorities generations conquests

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The city of Rome was built while Hellenic civilization was flouishing . " Flourishing"

means .........................

���� ���	 �
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15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

At the end of the 6th century B.C. , Romans conquered the neighboring tribes and the prosperous

Greek colonies on the Italian Peninsula.  " Prosperous" means.........................

��� ����� ������ ��� 

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It was because of ......................of the fireman that he lost his life after he saved the child from

fire.

source contrast sacrifice health

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mahammad ibn Abdallah , the prophet of Islam , was born in approximately 570 AD in the city of

Mecca.  

 " Approximately"means..............

completely unanimously particularly nearly

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The....................composition of Canada's present population is the result of migration by various

European natural groups in the past.

pilgrim internal ethnic reduced

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In recent years, many educated people from Asia have ........................to Canada.

emigrated annexed subjected inspired

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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On Aug.6, 1945, the US army dropped an atomic bomb on this city and massacred about 80,000

people. " Massacre" means.....................

!"��# $
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21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

From the twelfth century on , the relationship between the overlord and his ..................was

reciprocal.

asssistances natives properties vassals

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Until the close of the Middle Ages the Holy Roman emperors claimed and carried

out ........................over Italy.

exemption security sovereignty inspiration

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In fact , Hitler is ......................because of massacre and destruction.

primitive notorious extravagant magnificent

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the Middle Ages , ......................on goveronment were rare and consisted for the most part of

manuals describing the desireable traits a ruler should possess.

ideas treatises barriers states

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Utopias are ideal societies in which the social , political, and economic...........................have been

removed.

values improvements issues evils

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

long ago, the chief obstacle to the .........................of coal was the accumulation of water in the

mines.

extraction mercantilism quantity formation

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The decision of the new German Empire to build a powerful navy seriously ......................Britain's

existence.

appointed improved represented threatened

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 When the Shah didnot keep his promise to permit the establishment of a house of Jus@ce, 10,000

people led by the merchants, took ....................in Tehran.

extravagance sanctuary upheaval troop

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In France, constitutional amendments may be adopted after .........................by both chambers of

parliament.

movement dismissal deputy confirmation

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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